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We obtain
asymptotic
estimates
for the quantity
r = log P[Tf> t] as t-t ~0 where
T, =
inf{s: IX(s)/ >f(s)} and X is a real diffusion in natural scale with generator
a (x.) d*( .)/dx’
and
the ‘boundary’
f(s) is an increasing function. We impose regular variation
on a and f and the
result is expressed as r = -JAhl(f(s)) ds(l+o(l))
where A,(f) is the smallest eigenvalue
for the
process killed at *f.

Diffusion
regular variation

eigenvalue
moving boundary

1. Introduction
Consider
the form

a diffusion

X = {X(r), t a 0) on the line with differential

Au(x)=a(x)u”(x),

where

a(x)

be a smooth

of

--a)<x<m,

is a non-negative
increasing

generator

function

deterministic

such that l/a
non-negative

is locally

function

integrable.

Let f(t)

and define

Tf = inf{t: IX(t)1 >f(t)}.

We call T, the hidng
rime of the (symmetric)
moving boundary
we show that, under certain regularity conditions
on a and f,

*f. In this paper

f

logP[T,>t]--
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where the function

AI is the smallest

/ Hitring rime of a moving boundary

eigenvalue

Au(x)+Alu(x)=O, -I <x <I,

of the boundary
u(-I)

value problem

= u(Z) = 0.

(We think of A~ = hi(l) as a function of the interval [-I, I], 1 =f(t).)
Unfortunately
our regularity conditions
are rather stringent
(see Theorem

3.1).

Nevertheless,
as we are sure the reader will agree, the simple asymptotic
formula
(1.1) ought to be the rule in moving boundary
problems,
and we challenge
the
reader to find the most general conditions
for its validity. Note that (1.1) always
holds when f is a constant

2. Estimates

(see the next section).

for horizontal boundary

In this section

we obtain

estimates

for the probabilities

q(t,z,I)~P,[~X,~~~forallO~s~f]
using the eigenfunction

expansion

killed at *1.
Let a(x) be a non-negative
and such that

J

(2.1)
for the transition

Bore1 function

densities

of the process

on R ’ with only isolated

X:X

discontinuities

‘2

o<

a(x)-‘dx<co

forall-co<Ir</2<00.

(2.2)

11

(The continuity
assumption
can be weakened
diffusion on R ’ with generator
(i)

Au(x)=a(x)u”(x),

but (2.2) is essential.)

Let X be the

--oo<x<~,

acting on the domain
(ii)
Under
(i)
(ii)

(2.3)

9 = {u : u, u’, au” are bounded
our assumptions

and continuous

on R ‘}.

we have that

PXIT,<oo]=l

for all x, y,

O-=cE”T,

for --o3<a

A T,<co

<x <b

(2.4)
(00.

where
T, =

(see [3, Chapter

min{t : X, = a}
41). Fix 1> 0 and let X be the process
forOst<al
for t > oI.

=T,AT-I,

X killed at *:I:
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A = a d2/dx2, acting on

Then k has generator
6 ={u:
$8 is dense

u,u’,au”EbC(I-,

u(I--)=u(-l+)=O,

in the Hilbert

3 n 2 with a negative

space X = ,Y2{(-1, I), a (x)-l

discrete spectrum

O<hl<h2<.

{-A, = -h,(l),

I)}.

dx} and A is self-adjoint

on

n 3 1) where

* *tco.

Let P,,(x) = !P,, (x, I) be the normalized

(9
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boundary

a(x)tY:(x) = -A,!P"(x),

--I

eigenfunction

corresponding

!?“(I) = ly,(-f)

<x ==c
f,

to A., i.e.,
= 0,
(2.5)

(ii)

I_‘, P” (~)‘a (x)-l dx = 1.

It may be shown that V, has no zero in (-f, I) so we may also suppose that
Vy,(x, f)>O,

-f<x

<f.

Lemma 2.1. Put
at(x)=a(xf)/a(f),

-14x51,

C(x) = sup at(x),
1=10

a(x) = ti$ u,(x).
0

If for some f0
d(x)<cO,

O<]x]Sl

(d(O)=ooaflowed),

(2.6)

1

I -1

go (x)-l

(2.7)

dx < co,

then there are positive constunts Ct, Cz so that for all 12 10
C~n2~A~(f)f2/u(f)~Czn2,

n = 1,2,.

...

(2.8)

If, in addition to (2.6) and (2.7), we have
a,(x)+lxl”

as l+oo,

-cocx

(2.9)

Coo,

where
(2.10)

--oO<a<l,
then, as I+ ~0,
A,(f)f*/a(f)+p,,

n = 1,2,.

(2.11)

..,

and there are constants C,, f1 so that for f 3 11
C3n2C[A,(l)-A1(1)]f2/a(l),

n =2,3,.

...

(2.12)

In (2.11) the t.~,,are the eigenvalues of the boundary value problem
]xIUy”(X) = -/.Ly(x),

-1 <x < 1,

y(l)=y(-l)=O.

(2.13)
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Consider

the boundary

value problem

b(x)y”(x)=-py(x),

y(1) = y(-1)

-l<x<l,

where b(x) is a non-negative

Bore1 function

= 0

(2.14)

such that

d

O<
Let p,(b)

Ic

b(x)-‘dx<oo

denote

(2.15)

forall-lSc<dSl.

the nth eigenvalue.

The following

three

facts are well known.

(1) As functions of b the CL, are monotone,
i.e., if br(x)~b2(x)
then ~~{br}~ p,{bz} for all n 2 1 (see, for example, [4, p. 5.111).
(2) For a fixed b we have, as n + co,
1

/.L,{b}-

7F2n2

(I

for all 1x1~ 1,

-2

b(x)-“‘dx

-1

>

(2.16)

(- means the ratio of both sides goes to 1) (see [5]).
(3) With respect to the metric
d(61, bJ=[’

(2.17)

dx,

Ib1(x)-‘-bz(x)-‘1

-1
the eigenvalues
Changing
the
boundary value
We immediately

are continuous
(see [4, p. 5.111).
independent
variable
x +x1 and dividing by a(I) converts
the
problem (2.5) into the boundary
value problem (2.14) with 6 = aI.
see that

cc”&) = MY2/a
From

(2.18)

(I).

(l), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.18) we obtain
(2.19)

o~~“{~}~h”(1)12/u(~)~~“{~}~O0
for all n 2 1. The extreme
1 and (2.8) quickly

members,

~“{a} and p.(6),

follows from an application

of (2.19) do not depend

on

of (2) to them.

From (2.9) and (2.7) and dominated
convergence
we see that Q(X)+ ]xI”I, I+ CO,
not only pointwise but also in the metric (2.17). This gives (2.11). This also gives
(2.12) since pn--wl>O
for n 52, (~.L~<P~c* * a), and since ~n-n2~2(2-~)2/16
by (2.16).
Lemma 2.2. Let 41, $2, . . . , be us in (2.5) und put
I
m(l) =

I -I

a (x)-l

dx.

Under the same assumptions us in Lemma 2.1 we can find constants C4, 12 so that
for all n = 2,3,4, . . . , and for all 12 12 we have
I&(x, Ollcll~(x, 0-(2hn(W,(O<C4n2

(2.20)
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and
bnUY(lProof. qG1is positive,
unique

/xl)//<l&(x) =zAl(l)m(l)“2(r
concave

and attains

its maximum

point x0 in (-[, [) with 4; (x0) = 0. It follows

(2.21)

- 1x1).
value

II$illco = 41(x0) at a

that for -1 GX dxo

~1(x)~(~+xo)-%1(xo)(~+x)~(~0Q1(xo)(~+x)
andforxocx<I
rl*(x) 2 (I -x0)_‘$Mxo)U
or, regardless

(3)$1(xo)U

-x),

of the sign of x0,

41(x) 2 ($)91(xo)(lThis gives the left-hand
1=

-x)2

-I s x s 1.

Ix I),

side of (2.21) since

’ $l(x)2a (x)-l dx G +1(~o)2m (I).
I -1

Let r be a zero of $L, -1 <r < 1. Then
~‘(x)=Jxl.(y)dy=-AnJrg”(y)a(y)-‘dy.
7
r
Hence,

for -I <x < 0,

by Cauchy-Schwarz,
and I$” (x)1 G A, (I - x)m (1)“2 for 0 G x G 1. Setting n = 1 we get
the right-hand
side of (2.21). Dividing by $i(x) and applying the left-hand side of
(2.21) we get the first inequality
in (2.20). The last inequality
in (2.20) results from
(2.8) and the asymptotic formula
m(z)-2(1-(Y)-11u(l)-‘m,
a standard

(2.22)

I+oo,

result from the theory

of regular

variation

(see [l, pp. 275-2841).

Remark 2.3. The only point at which we used the assumptions
(2.6), (2.7) and
(2.9) is to get the last inequality
in (2.20); the other inequalities
in Lemma 2.2 are
therefore valid without these assumptions.
We now come to the main result

of this section.

Lemma 2.4. Assume (2.6), (2.7) and (2.9) with --CO< CY< 1. For any E > 0,O <E <
1, there is a S > 0, depending only on E, so that if
tu (1)/12z=s

and

Ia max{lo, Ii, 12) = 30

(2.23)
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(lo, 11,12 as in Lemmas

time of a moving boundary

1 Hitting

2.1 and 2.2), then
1) e- A,(l),

q(t, x, Z)S(l*t~)m(1)“~~~(x;

(2.24)

where q(t, x, /) is as defined in (2.1).
Proof.

a (y

)-’

Let fit(x, y) be the transition
dy. Then

density

of k with respect

to its speed measure

(see [3, pp. 149-1541)

tit(x, Y) = jZl

e-“-‘4Cln(xM,(y)

where A,, 4, are as in (2.4)-(2.5).

Now

1
I

_,hh(y)lab~‘dy

by Cauchy-Schwarz,

qk x, 0 =

smW”*

so

[I6,(x, y)a(y)-’

dy 5 m(I)“*(

e-‘l’$i(x)*

F

\

J-f

e-Amrj$,(x)I).

n=2

(2.25)
Assume

t and 1 satisfy (2.23). Then
e-‘A_-“,” < e-C’“2”“‘/‘*

< e-C3fin2

by (2.12), and

l&(x)lc Gn*h(x)
by (2.20). Hence
;

e-%’ l&(x)] G C&i(x)

e-“1’ “f2 n* e-C36n2.

(2.26)

n=2

For n > 2, n* e-c@n2 is a decreasing

function

of n provided

s 2 (4C&i.

(2.27)

In that case we get
f

n2

e-C,6n*

<

*

x2

e-C,h2

dx

=

$(C,s)-3/2

II=*

y-l/*

(2.25),

+(C,S)-* eeC3”

(integrate

by parts).

(2.26) and (2.28) we get

q(t, x, 1)s m(l)“*$l(x)

e-*I’(1 f&(S))

where
E (6) = ?C4C;2S-2e-c3”
whenever

eey

dy

C36

<
Combining

jm

S 5 (4C3)-*.

This yields (2.24) since E(S) + 0 as S + co.

(2.28)
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Corollary 2.5. There exist constants K1, KZ, & so that if 0 is any number, 0 < 0 < 1,
then
K1(l -e)

eWA1(‘)’<~,(x,Z)<K~(I-e)e-“‘“‘I

(2.29)

whenever
IX1c

81,

ta (1)/P 2 So.

12 5fo,

Proof. This easily follows from (2.8), (2.21),

(2.30)

(2.22) and (2.24).

Remark 2.6. One should note that the existence of the limit of a (Ex)/a (I) as 1+ co
for all x forces the limit to be as in (2.9), namely 1~1~. Further,
(2.9) forces an
asymptotic

symmetry:

a (x)/a (-x) + 1, x -* 00.

Remark 2.7. The eigenfunction

expansion

log P[u, > t] --Al(l)&

for p’ is valid under

(2.2) alone.

Hence

t --f00,

for I fixed. This is the same as (1.1) when f = 1.

3. Estimates

for curved boundary

In this section

we study the asymptotic

behavior

of the probabilities

P[T, > t] = P[]X(s)] c f(s) for 0 c s c t]
as t + 00 where
Tf = inf{s : IX(s)1 >f(s)}
and X is the diffusion on R’ with generator
(2.3).
Throughout
this section we assume that Q(X) satisfies
2.4 and we assume that the function f satisfies
(i)
(ii)

f’(t) > 0, f’(t) < 0
f(O)>0

and

The tj exist on account
4 = (tj-1, tjl,

of Lemma

for all t ,z 0,
(3.1)

f(co-)=co.

We will impose additional
restrictions
&J<tl<* * and I1 <I,<.
. - to satisfy
f(?j)=/j+r=(l+&)lj,

the assumptions

on f below.

f (to)= 1,and

j=l,2,....
of (3.1). Put
Ai = lIjl= tj-tj_1,

Fix E > 0 and choose

numbers
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and note that
Al <Az<+ .-<Ajtcx,

asj+co.

Define events Aj, Bj by
Aj = {[X(s)1 s li for all s E Ii},

Bj = {IX(s)1 G fj+r for all s E Ii}.

Let us write P[. J for PO[.] = P[ *IX(O) = 01. Clearly
PIA IAZ * u.A,+,]~P[Tf>t]~P[B~B2..

*B,l

(3.2)

whenever II = n(t) satisfies
t, c t <

fn+l.

Since X is homogeneous

Markov, we have

* - *B,] = E{Px(,,_,,(lX(t)\

P[B&

6

In+l, t E (0, &I), BIBZ * - * K-1).
(3.3)

On B,_l,

s I, = (1 + .e)-lZ,+r, consequently,

IX(t,_,)j

P xc*,_,,(IXWl~

by Corollary 2.5,

ln-tl, t E (0, A,]) G ~k~(l+ e)-l e-A1(fM+l)An,

(3.4)

provided the assumptions of Corollary 2.5 hold. The constant k2 only depends on
SO,Lo and not on E, fn+r, A,+l. Let us now assume
lii liT_gf A,a(l,)/It

= 03.

(3.5)

Later we will impose conditions on f which force (3.5). For all sufficiently small
E > 0 it follows from (3.5) that for some jo, depending on E and SOas in (2.30),
Ap(lj+,)/lT+,

2 SO

for all j ajo,

and then from (3.3), (3.4), for all n
WI*

* *

Bn]S

(3.6)

3j0,

(ekz(l +c)-l)n-io+l

exp - i

1 i=io

Ar(lr+r)Aj P[Br * * * B,-lI.
I

(3.7)
Suppose that

Simplifying (3.7) and combining with the right-hand side of (3.2) gives
log P[ Tf > t] s - $ Ar((l+E)f(fj-r))Ajci=io

I

~~‘~~n,((l+&)~(S))db.

(3.8)

(Note that s eAr((l + E)~(s)) is d ecreasing by (3.1) and (2) from Section 2.) By a
very similar calculation, using the left-hand side of (3.2) and (2.29), we get

log

%+I
J

P[T, > t] 2 Cl - nc2 - I,co, Ar((l + 6%~))

ds

(3.9)
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on t or n. In fact

where cl, c2 do not depend
cz = llog(ek1/(1+
If we now also assume,
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P[B1

Cl = log

E ))I,

in addition

’ . * Bj-*I-jOCz*

1”
/I

to (3.1) and (3.5),

AIV(~)) ds

0

A i(f(s))

(3.10)

ds = 0,

/I
1”

vg liF_szp nc2

0

A ~(f(s)) ds = 0,

(3.11)

then from (3.8)-(3.9)
and regular variation
of Al (A*(8f)-8”-*Al(f),f~CO,
(2.9H2.1
l)), we get that r, < co a.s. and that

t
J

logP[T,>t]--

~i(f(s))ds,

by

(3.12)

t+oo.

0

(As usual,

- means
result of this paper.

the ratio of both sides goes to 1.) We now come to the main

Theorem 3.1. Let a satisfy all of the assumptions of Lemma 2.1. Suppose f satisfies
f (tx)/f (t) = x* for all x > 0. (Note
(3.1) and is regularly varying: for some p, lim,,,
that (3.1) entails p z 0.) If also
f(t)‘/a(f(t))=o(t),

then (3.12) holds, or, equivalently,
logP[Tf>t]--_CLi

(3.13)

t-,00,
see (2.11),

J’a
0

(f (s))lf (s)* ds,

t-*00,

(3.14)

where ~1 is the smallest eigenvalue of (2.13).
Remark 3.2. One may easily show, using elementary

properties

of regular variation,

that (3.13) forces p c 1/(2-a)
and that p < 1/(2-(w)
forces (3.13). Thus (3.13) is
a genuine restriction only in the case p = l/(2 - CY),however, it is indeed a restriction
in this case. For example, Theorem 3.1 can not be applied in the case that f(t) - t “’
orf(t)=(l-e)(2tloglogt)“2
and X is standard Brownian
motion. It does apply,
though, if f(t) = tl”S(t) with S(t) + 0 as t + co, S slowly varying.
Remark 3.3. Put r = 1/(2-o)
and let y1 be the smallest positive root of J_,(ri) = 0
where J-, is the usual Bessel function of order -r. Then ~1, the smallest eigenvalue
of (2.13), is given by p1 =y:/4r2.
The corresponding
eigenfunction
is till(x)=
clx1”‘J_,(2r~
:“l~j~‘~~) where c is a normalizing
constant (see [2, p. 1561). When
CY= 0 we get p I= $r2 and thus, in the case of standard Brownian motion (a(x) = $),
(3.14) takes on the form
P[ T, > t] = exp
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(See the papers
Brownian

in the supplementary

motion

reference

case and the related

Proof of Theorem

3.1. To prove

list for stronger

case of random

Theorem

results

in the

to establish

(3.5),

walks.)

3.1 we only need

(3.10) and (3.11). Let us write

f(t) = r%(t),

f > 0,

where S is slowly varying.

of f(m) = In+1we have, for all n,

By definition

f(fn)lf(fn-1) = (t”lt”-l)Ps(t”)ls(t”-l)
From this and elementary
properties
2, p. 2771) it follows that as n + a~
t,/t,-,+
From

(3.13)

(3.15)

of slowly

1+ E.
varying

functions

(use [l, Lemma

A,/t,_l+(l+c)l’B-l.

(1 +e)“B,

and

=

we immediately

get

(3.15)
(3.5).

Next,

since

t++Al(f(f))

is

decreasing,

as n + co, and letting

E + 0 we get (3.10). It remains

we see that (3.13) is equivalent
tAl(f(t))+oo,

J

‘”~1~s))

(3.11). From

f-,oO.

ds s n/

0

(2.11)

(3.16)

Noting from (3.15) that t, 2 a”, (T = (1 + E) “”
applying L’Hopital’s rule, we get, as n + co,
n/

to establish

to

J
0

> 1, for all n sufficiently

large and

hl(f(S))
ds
- (Al(f(U”))cr”

(T”

log a)-‘+

This gives (3.11) since c2 does not depend
is done.

on n. Thus,

the proof

0.

of Theorem

3.1
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